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Karishma D’Souza: Testimonies

Inspired by: Mughul illumination; Books: Jose Saramago - Blindness,
Mahasweta Devi - Draupadi, T.S. Eliot - the Waste Land, Mudra
Rakshasa – The Hunted, Ben Okri - The Famished Road, Ursula le Guin The Left Hand of Darkness, Boman Desai - The Memory of Elephants,
O.V. Vijayan - The Legends of Khasak

"My paintings contain personal memories of individuals and places. They
function as archives of experiences that all have in common that they feel
like a pause, they are memories of peace and quiet. A good example is
the painting February. It shows the botanical gardens in Amsterdam in
the afternoon, a friend who is drawing in a quiet studio, and the salt flats
of Kutch, Gujarat in the background.
The ways in which the plane is divided, refers directly to the manuscript
illumination of Kangra and Guler schools. In that tradition surfaces of
solid colours are often give the eyes rest in the story. Silence as a point of
rest. These elements work like the pauses between musical notes or the
spaces between words.

I feel that that the empty spaces of flat colours allow other voices the
opportunity to 'break in'. They are positive spaces of silence, suitable for
personal contemplation. In effect, my paintings act as witnesses, they
make sure different voices are remembered. According to the Indian
constitution, every Indian citizen has an equal voice but reality has
always been different. At present, the Indian Government propagates
homogeneity. My works are also about the democratization of the
ownership of stories, and the ability to allow them to exist side by side,
and on par with each other. I use grids: for visual coherence, but also to
give every story its individual space and time. The comic-like format also
comes from stylistic devices used in other cartoons, for example,
Christian iconography, and the Jataka tales that are painted in the caves of
Dambulla, Sri Lanka.
My first paintings in which I worked with memories were not directly
autobiographical. The first painting I did was based on a poem about the
memories of diving underwater. During the dive her concerns about the
world were temporarily suspended, as the poet entered another parallel
world. A glimpse of another, simultaneous, wonderful world, created by a
physical experience or by a shift in the mind.
I kept looking for these moments in literature. I continue to choose my
paintings by fragments of poems, at the moment I am reading the poets
Kabir, Lal Ded, and Namdeo Dhasal. I choose poems for of their
surprising elements, or their sharp wit. The paintings move between the
imagery of these poems.
My recent paintings mythologise present life. At this stage I started using
more personal memories. Memories are subjective, yes, but the writer
Maya Angelou said already "People are more alike than they are unalike".
The personal memory of an individual is of great importance for the
collective. It can work as a corrective voice, or as a gift to understand
each other’s individual realities. I think personal memories of moments of
peace are transcending, by sharing them one turns them into gifts for the
community.”

